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The issues around liability in truck crashes have been at the forefront in several high-profile truck 

crashes over the past few years. Two of the most noted crashes (Walmart and comedian Tracy Morgan; 

FedEx and the bus in California) have been settled by the parties out of court. The amounts and terms of 

settlement are confidential. However, several other crashes that were subject to court proceedings have 

underscored some important trends in the size and scope of liability for truck crashes. 

Until 2017, the five truck crashes that resulted in the largest settlements for the plaintiffs were 

summarized in an article posted at: https://www.frg-law.com/blog/biggest-truck-crash-settlements-

united-states/ 

 

Since that report was published there have been several other significant jury awards in truck crashes 

that illustrate a growing concern with safety in the trucking industry. In 2018 a Texas just awarded $89.6 

million to a plaintiff against Werner (the award is under appeal) but the findings in the trial are 

important because they underscore the duty that trucking company managers have to ensure that their 

drivers follow the directions in their CDL training and that the company have policies in place that are 

based upon safe driving standards. 
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A year earlier a jury in New Mexico awarded $165 million to a plaintiff in a crash that involved a FedEx 

truck. This award was upheld on appeal by the New Mexico Supreme Court in 2018. This case is 

important because it apportioned 65% of the responsibility to the shipper. 

 



   

Another high visibility crash in 2019 was the runaway crash on I 70 near Denver in which 4 people were 

killed, 6 others injured, and 28 vehicles damaged or destroyed. The truck that caused the mayhem 

belonged to a small company in Houston that carried only the required minimum in liability coverage - 

$750,000. The trucking company has few assets and it is expected that it will declare bankruptcy and 

turn the claims over to the insurance carriers.  

 

The driver in this crash faces 40 felony counts including 4 counts of vehicular homicide. In addition, 

multiple civil lawsuits can be expected to be filed against the trucking company, the driver, perhaps the 

company that owned the cargo in the shipment and perhaps the truck and brake manufacturers. The 

crash may also lead FMCSA to issue an update that will require expanded liability coverage. 

Conclusion: 

Trucking companies, managers, owners, drivers and shippers must put additional attention on safety. 

New safety technologies should be tested and adopted. Driver training needs to be improved and 

recurrent training needs to be required. Mangers should provide daily oversight of driver performance 

with incentives for high performers and follow up for sub standard performance.  

In our opinion, big changes are on the horizon for the surface transportation industry. 


